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Citizenship fears
fuel anger among
India’s Muslims 

Habib-ur-Rehman was locked up for four years after
failing to prove he’s Indian, and now worries he may be
expelled. It’s a fear shared by other Muslims under

Hindu nationalist Prime Minister Narendra Modi. In recent
days these worries have morphed into angry protests
sparked by the passage of a new law giving non-Muslim
migrants from Afghanistan, Pakistan and Bangladesh an easi-
er path to citizenship.

“Five generations of mine have lived in this village and
today I am being told that I am an infiltrator because I am a
Muslim,” said Rehman, 50, recently released from internment
in Assam in northeast India. He was declared an alien in 2015
by a special tribunal as part of long-running efforts in Assam
to root out outsiders, which culminated earlier this year with
a state-wide register that the Modi government now wants
to roll out nationwide. “I have voted in many elections and
have followed Indian laws all my life,” the father-of-four told
AFP. “They are planning to banish us from our motherland.”

Assam’s register excluded 1.9 million people who now
face possible statelessness, detention in camps or even
deportation, although that is not feasible. “They will be state-
less and non-existent... and won’t have a say in the affairs of
the government. They cannot do business, take jobs or get
education or buy properties,” Abdul Kalam Azad, a local
researcher told AFP. “Those who cannot prove their Indian
citizenship will either end up in detention centres or hide
from authorities all their life.”

Arbitrary process 
Decades of ethnic tensions and immigration from

Bangladesh and West Bengal make Assam a case apart, as
those excluded from the register are a mix of both Muslims
and Hindus - the latter mostly Bengali speakers who
Assamese fear will undermine their culture. But elsewhere
across India it is Muslims who fear they are Home Minister
Amit Shah’s target when he says the national register will
remove all “infiltrators” by 2024.

Modi says “genuine” Indians - the country’s 200 million
Muslims included - have nothing to fear, but the experience
in Assam of people left off the register suggests otherwise.
Inclusion required proof of residence in Assam before 1971 -
something difficult in a poor state where many are illiterate
of lack documentation. The process was arbitrary and incon-
sistent. In many cases one sibling made the cut and another
didn’t, while some were left off due to a document typo or
the whim of an overworked official. These problems will like-
ly be repeated when the register is done nationally - particu-
larly among Muslims, who have India’s worst literacy rates,
with 47 percent unable to read or write according to a 2011
census. “People in Assam were prepared for the NRC and
still 1.9 million were left out,” Azad said. “I can only imagine
the fate of Indian Muslims in other parts of the country.” 

‘Writing on the wall’ 
Outside of Assam, Muslims - as well as defenders of

India’s secular tradition - are starting to panic, as seen in the
current protests across the country of 1.3 billion people. “The
writing is on the wall. They want to build a Hindu nation
along the lines of Israel... I feel as though this country is
about to erupt,” Zubair Azmi, 46, a Muslim lawyer based in
Mumbai told AFP. “I know secular Hindus who are fighting at
our side... but their numbers are falling because other Hindus
are believing the BJP’s propaganda against Islam,” he said.

Ambreen Agha, a professor at the O.P. Jindal Global
University in Sonipat, said the citizenship law follows other
worrying events under Modi since he was re-elected in May.
In August New Delhi revoked the partial autonomy of
Kashmir, India’s only Muslim-majority state. In November the
Supreme Court allowed a Hindu temple to be built in the flash-
point town of Ayodhya where Hindu zealots demolished a
mosque in 1992.

Modi’s first term also saw a rise in lynchings of Muslims
over cows - sacred to many Hindus - and other hate crimes,
activists say. Many Muslim-sounding towns and cities were
re-named. But the citizenship law, which Modi insists is not
anti-Muslim, has acted as the final straw. “It happened first
with the Kashmir issue. At that time we kept quiet... Then
came the (Ayodhya) verdict,” said Ayesha Renna, a Muslim
woman who made headlines this week for protecting a fellow
student from baton-wielding police in Delhi. —AFP

Soldiers enjoying a day off and Somali people look from the beach at a military plane landing at the airport base in Mogadishu on Dec 13, 2019. —AFP

In this photo taken on Dec 16, 2019, Habib-ur-Rehman,
who was recently released from a detention center, rests
on his bed in his home in Barpeta village in Assam. —AFP

Somalia’s year of climate misery
As Somalia withered from drought

early this year, and her goats
dropped dead from thirst, Maka

Abdi Ali begged for rain. When the skies
finally opened, nature was unmerciful.
Unrelenting downpours in October
turned to flash floods, destroying her
meagre home and few remaining posses-
sions, and washing away whatever har-
vest and bony animals farmers managed
to save during the months without rain. “I
have nothing now,” 67-year-old Ali told
AFP in a squalid camp on the outskirts of
Beledweyne in central Somalia.

Here, 180,000 people fled the fast-
rising waters in the country’s worst
floods in memory. The arid Horn of Africa
country has always been hostage to cli-
mate extremes. Rain is erratic, and
drought a feature of life. But catastrophic
weather events are occurring in Somalia
with ever-greater fury and frequency,
trapping millions in a near-constant cycle
of crisis. Little by little, the ability to
recover is ground down, say experts.
There is no time to rebuild homes and
replenish food stocks before another dis-
aster strikes. Impoverished and weakened
by decades of war, battling an armed
insurgency, Somalia is ill-equipped to
cope with the destabilizing impact of
double-tap environmental crises. Aid
budgets are stretched trying to respond
to back-to-back emergencies. 

In May, the United Nations launched a
drought appeal, warning of looming star-
vation as Somalia faced its worst harvest
on record. Six months later, it’s again
appealing for help - this time for $72.5
million for half a million victims of flood.
“There hasn’t been a day this year where
we haven’t been talking about either
drought or floods,” Abigail Hartley,
deputy head of office for the UN humani-
tarian agency OCHA in Somalia, told AFP.

A new norm 
Among those fleeing the inundation in

Beledweyne, the epicentre of this disaster,
were Somalis already on the run from

other climate-stricken parts of the region.
“The drought forced us to flee... now we
are displaced by floods,” bemoaned
Maryama Osman Abdi, who abandoned
her bone-dry farmland for a new start in
Beledweyne. Now, her home in ruins, she
contemplates her next move Many had
migrated to the banks of the Shabelle
River - a lifeline which runs through
Beledweyne -seeking water to revive
their livestock, and nurture their crops.
But the river burst its banks under the
ceaseless barrage of rain. The mighty
flood that followed should in statistical
terms occur only once in 50 years,
according to the Food and Agriculture
Organization (FAO). But, the UN agency
noted, the river overflowed in 2019, after
2018 and 2015. 

“This was different from the others. I
have never seen anything like it,” Omar
Dule, a 74-year-old who has spent his
lifetime in Beledweyne, told AFP. The
FAO, bracing for the next overflow, is
repairing embankments along the river
long neglected by cash-strapped
authorit ies. Rainfal l  extremes in
Somalia are forecast to intensify this
century, even as the region overall dries
considerably, said Linda Ogallo, from
the Nairobi-based Intergovernmental
Authority on Development Climate
Prediction and Applications Centre.

“Droughts and floods are increasing,
in frequency and intensity,” said Ogallo,
a climate scientist who specializes in
Somalia’s weather patterns. It is an
omen already playing out for Mohamed
Osman Hashi, whose watermelon and
sesame fields in Beledweyne have been
devastated again and again. “In recent
times, it seems to be on repeat, almost
every year,” he told AFP.

Breaking point 
East Africa has endured unusually

extreme rainfall since October, with
torrential deluges kil l ing hundreds
across eight countries, and displacing
mill ions more. This month, even as

water slowly receded in Beledweyne, a
tropical cyclone transformed deserts in
Somalia’s north into seas. Bosaso, in the
semi-autonomous Puntland region,
received close to a year’s worth of rain
in less than two days.

Adding to the suffering, the FAO
said yesterday that the country had
been hit by its worst outbreak of desert
locusts in 25 years. The curse - exacer-
bated by the exceptional rain - could
spread to Somalia’s main crop-growing
areas. The just-concluded UN climate
summit in Madrid failed to agree on
compensation for poor countries, which
have least to blame for causing global
warming, for weather-related disasters.

This is grim news for Somalia, which
lacks the resources to cope with, or
plan for, an ever-more hostile climate.
Each blow sets back the monumental
task of rebuilding a country reliant on
foreign aid to support some 5.4 million
people in desperate need. To com-
pound problems, an October study by
international researchers found climate

change amplifies conflict, emboldening
the Al-Shabaab militants waging a
potent insurgency in Somalia.

“Developed countries are more
resilient. Somalia has been in crisis for
years,” said Chris Print, a hydrologist
with the FAO and expert on Somalia’s
land and rivers. “Ironically, the poorest
countries are the most likely to be
impacted by cl imate crisis .” Two
months after the floods began, about
220,000 people are yet to receive
assistance, the UN said.

In the fetid camps for disaster evac-
uees fringing Beledweyne, 100,0000
people are still unable to return home,
squatting beneath tattered stick-and-
cloth shelters. “If it happens again, you
can bet that some people are just
going to give up,” Print  told AFP.
Driven from place to place, pursued by
a ferocious climate, some have already
reached the end of the road. “We don’t
know what else to do,” said Abdi ,
squatting in the dirt, surrounded by
nine grandchildren. —AFP
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Sudan free
from Bashir 
but effects of 
sanctions linger 

In a cooking oil factory in Khartoum,
Sudanese workers hammer at a broken-
down machine, as general manager

Sarah Al-Fateh sighs in frustration. She is
unable to import replacement parts for her
family’s business, she said, because of
“American sanctions”. A year after the start
of a protest movement that led to the fall of
dictator Omar Al-Bashir, Sudan is looking
for a fresh start - but its economy is in
recession.

For Fateh and other Sudanese entrepre-
neurs, the lingering effects of US sanctions
are a big part of the problem. In 1997, the
United States imposed a trade embargo on
Sudan, which hosted Al-Qaeda leader
Osama bin Laden between 1992 and 1996.
Sanctions affected international banking but
also technology and trade in spare parts.

While the embargo was lifted in 2017,
Fateh said she is still unable to invest in her
family’s factory, as Sudan is not part of the
global banking system and she is unable to
make international money transfers. This is
because Sudan remains on Washington’s
“state sponsors of terrorism” blacklist - a
major impediment to would-be investors
who fear repercussions from the world’s
largest economy.

‘Overlapping challenges’ 
Sudan’s economic crisis was years in the

making, eventually triggering widespread
protests that prompted the army to oust
Bashir in April after 30 years in power. The
former dictator was sentenced to two
years imprisonment for corruption on
Saturday, with other cases ongoing.
Beyond ousting Bashir, the protest move-
ment also extracted an agreement from
military leaders in August to form a joint
civilian and military sovereign council,
tasked with overseeing a transition to civil-
ian rule.

A civilian prime minister, economist
Abdalla Hamdok, was appointed in
September. With annual inflation hitting 60
percent, according to official figures, and
foreign reserves depleted, Hamdok prom-
ised reforms but has not yet delivered an
economic plan. Khartoum’s challenges are
overlapping, according to Clement
Deshayes, a Sudan analyst with the Noria
research network in Paris. “The economic
crisis is the first challenge to face and it’s
on this that the government will be
judged,” he said. “But the economic crisis
will not be fixed until state institutions are
reformed... and the country’s conflicts
resolved.”

US demands 
During a visit to Washington in early

December, Hamdok pleaded for Sudan to
be removed from the state sponsors of ter-
rorism blacklist. The withdrawal process is
likely to take time however, with
Washington seeking assurances that
Bashir’s regime is being dismantled. Last
month Sudan’s new authorities ordered the

closure of Bashir’s National Congress Party.
They have also ordered the dissolution of
unions set up under Bashir, considered part
of his patronage network.

Hamdok has launched peace talks with
rebel groups in Darfur, South Kordofan
and Blue Nile, states riven by conflict
under Bashir. But to be removed from the
blacklist, US lawmakers say, Khartoum
must now reach a settlement with families
of the victims of the 1998 bombings of
the US embassies in Kenya and Tanzania
and of the USS Cole in 2000. US investi-
gators have linked all three Al-Qaeda
attacks to Sudan.

Pending removal from the US blacklist,
foreign banks will continue to refuse to
deal with Sudan for fear of exposure to
sanctions, said Sudanese financial expert
Osman Al-Toum. For now, business own-
ers like Fateh seek workarounds, like
using foreign intermediaries and money-
transfer organizations. But these methods
carry significant costs for Sudan’s econo-
my. The lingering effects of US sanctions
meanwhile are far from the only challenge
facing Sudan’s economy. The former
regime “destroyed” industry, Fateh said,
making no investments in industry or
agriculture.  —AFP

A worker walks past machinery at Teital Oil Mills in the Sudanese capital Khartoum
on Nov 24, 2019.  —AFP

A displaced woman washes dishes in front of her tent at a displacement camp in
Beledweyne, Somalia on Dec 14, 2019. 


